
In light of President Trump’s controversial twitter account, The New York Times has been tracking 
his insulting tweets for readers: “Our count stands now at 350, with more than 50 of them coming 
since his election. If he keeps to his current rate, he will have insulted more than 650 people, places 
and things by the end of his first term, and would reach more than a thousand by the end of a 
second presidential term.” For more, read here.  
PROMPT: How has social media impacted the presidency, government, and democracy? Should social media 
play a role in leadership?

Bleeker believes that every professional who approaches their craft with a relaxed mind is capable 
of producing extraordinary work. There are many simple routines that can be adopted to unlock 
your brain’s creative intuition and productivity through healthier living and mindful practices. 
Kristen Wise presents a wonderful example of the benefits of cultivating a relaxed mind.  
PROMPT: How can mindful routines enhance your leadership mindset? How might the discovery + 
cultivation of a mindful practice personally and professionally benefit you?

In the modern world of technology and instant gratification, humanities and art history professor 
Jennifer L. Roberts teaches students the “value of critical attention, patient investigation, and 
skepticism about immediate surface appearances.” An approach we can all learn from, Roberts 
preaches that vision and “access [are] not synonymous with learning.” 
PROMPT: In the modern world, what challenges do students, leaders, and individuals face in making patient 
judgements? How can Roberts’s lesson inform leadership mindset and practices?

“Journalist Carl Honoré believes the Western world's emphasis on speed erodes health, 
productivity and quality of life. But there's a backlash brewing, as everyday people start putting 
the brakes on their all-too-modern lives.” To learn more, check out The Slow Fix: Solve Problems, 
Work Smarter, and Live Better. 
PROMPT: How can the Western obsession with speed impact your leadership mindset and judgements? Does 
the slow movement have a place in business? How can you build slowness into your work day?
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